January 19, 2018

M-18-05

MEMORANDUM FOR THE HEADS OF EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

FROM: Mick Mulvaney  
    Director

SUBJECT: Planning for Agency Operations during a Potential Lapse in Appropriations

Appropriations provided under the Further Additional Continuing Appropriations Act, 2018 (P.L. 115-143) expire at 11:59 pm on Friday, January 19. The Administration does not want a lapse in appropriations to occur. There is enough time for Congress to prevent a lapse in appropriations, and the Administration is willing to work with Congress to enact a short-term continuing resolution to fund critical Government operations and allow Congress the time to complete the full year 2018 appropriations. However, prudent management requires that agencies be prepared for the possibility of a lapse. To that end, this guidance reminds agencies of their responsibilities to plan for agency operations under such a contingency.

At this time, agencies should be reviewing their plans for operations in the absence of appropriations, consistent with Section 124.2 of OMB Circular A-11 (which is available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/omb/assets/a11_current_year/a11_2017.pdf). Agencies should also refer to relevant legal opinions issued by the Attorney General and the Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of Justice, which set forth the legal requirements imposed by the Antideficiency Act (Act) during a lapse in appropriations and the guiding standards agencies should use in making decisions under the Act during a lapse in appropriations.

In reviewing contingency plans, agency leaders should ensure that only those activities that are "excepted" pursuant to applicable legal requirements would continue to be performed during a lapse in the appropriation for those activities (unless the agency has a separate funding source for an activity that will remain available during a lapse and that the agency would use for the activity's continued performance). Also, agency leaders should carefully review determinations regarding which employees would be necessary for the agency's continued performance of those "excepted" functions, to ensure that these case-by-case determinations are consistent with the applicable legal requirements.
In addition, agencies should consult the attached Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) documents, which address technical questions about particular matters related to agency operations during a lapse in appropriations. OMB previously issued these FAQ documents in April 2011, December 2011 and September 2013 (in conjunction with OMB Memoranda M-11-13, M-12-03 and M-13-22), and they provide an overview of relevant legal principles that apply to all government operations, address particular issues with contracts and grants, and answer questions relating to information technology, travel, orderly shutdown, and payment for excepted work. Also, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) previously issued FAQs to assist agencies and employees on personnel issues associated with a funding lapse, which can be found on OPM’s website.

Agencies should continue to review their plans until further guidance is provided. Should it prove necessary, OMB will provide additional information on planning efforts at a later date, including regarding external outreach to stakeholders and the release of updated plans.

Agency leaders with questions on the contents of this Memorandum or about the process for updating plans for the orderly shutdown of operations should contact Dustin Brown, OMB’s Deputy Assistant Director for Management; or Mark Pauletta, OMB’s General Counsel. Your staff should direct queries to your OMB Resource Management Office or your agency’s Office of General Counsel.

We greatly appreciate your cooperation. We will continue to be in close contact with you as developments unfold.

Attachment
Frequently Asked Questions During a Lapse in Appropriations

As agencies update plans for an orderly shutdown in the event of an absence of appropriations, there are a number of cross-cutting issues that apply to all agencies. The information below is meant to address the most frequently asked questions by agencies. If you have further questions, please consult your agency counsel or your appropriate points of contact within OMB.

Normally, routine, ongoing operational and administrative activities relating to contract or grant administration (including payment processing) cannot continue when there is a lapse in funding. Therefore, agency employees who are paid with annual appropriations and who perform an activity associated with contract or grant administration (including oversight, inspection, payment, or accounting) should generally not continue work during a lapse in appropriations.

Below is an outline of the general principles that govern an agency’s operations during a lapse in appropriations. Following this outline is a set of Q&As, based on these principles, for agencies to use in addressing contract and grant situations that arise during a lapse in appropriations.

The outline and Q&As are based on the legal opinions issued by the Department of Justice (DOJ), and the guidance issued by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), regarding agency operations during a lapse in appropriations (see, generally, OMB Circular A-11, Section 124). To the extent that agency staff need further guidance regarding the situations addressed below, or on other situations involving contracts and grants, the staff should consult with the agency counsel, which may in turn consult with OMB and DOJ.


The Antideficiency Act prohibits agencies from incurring obligations that are in advance of, or that exceed, an appropriation. Thus, with certain limited exceptions, an agency may not incur obligations when the funding source for the obligation is an appropriation that has lapsed.

A. Excepted activities under the Antideficiency Act (express statutory authorizations, emergency circumstances, and the President’s constitutional authorities).

As DOJ has explained in its opinions, an agency may incur an obligation in the absence of an appropriation in certain “excepted” situations:

1. A statute or other legal requirement expressly authorizes an agency to obligate funds in advance of appropriations.

In very rare situations, Congress has granted an agency the statutory authority to incur obligations in advance of appropriations. The best known example, in the contracting realm,
the Civil War-era Feed and Forage Act (41 U.S.C. § 6301), which provides authority to the Defense Department to contract for necessary clothing, subsistence, forage, fuel, quarters, transportation or medical and hospital supplies in advance of appropriations. Other examples are the authorities provided by 25 U.S.C. § 99 (Bureau of Indian Affairs contracts for goods and supplies) and 41 U.S.C. § 6302 (Army contracts for fuel).

2. The function addresses emergency circumstances, such that the suspension of the function would imminently threaten the safety of human life or the protection of property.

As DOJ has explained, the emergency exception applies when both of the following exist:

(a) a reasonable and articulable connection between the obligation (in this case, involving a contract or grant) and the safety of life or the protection of property, and

(b) some reasonable likelihood that either the safety of life or the protection of property would be compromised in some significant degree by failure to carry out the function in question -- and that the threat to life or property can be reasonably said to be near at hand and demanding of immediate response.

As the Antideficiency Act states, the emergency exception does not authorize the continuation of ongoing, regular functions of government, the suspension of which would not imminently threaten the safety of human life or the protection of property.

3. The function is necessary to the discharge of the President’s constitutional duties and powers (e.g., Commander-in-Chief or conducting foreign relations).

B. Activities that an agency must continue, in the absence of appropriations, because their continuation is “necessarily implied” from the authorized continuation of other activities.

In addition, as DOJ has explained, there are a limited number of government activities, which an agency must otherwise continue despite a lapse in their appropriations because the lawful continuation of other funded or excepted activities “necessarily implies” that these additional activities will continue as well. A “necessary implication” can arise when an agency needs to incur obligations, even though there has been a lapse in the appropriation against which those obligations would be charged, in order to implement:

1. An “orderly shutdown” when there has been a lapse in appropriations (as DOJ has explained, “authority may be inferred from the Antideficiency Act itself for federal officers to incur those minimal obligations necessary to closing their agencies”),

2. One of the “excepted” activities in I.A. above, or

3. A congressionally authorized or appropriated function for which Congress has provided funding that remains available during the lapse (including funds already
obligated from the current fiscal year), where the suspension of the related activity 
during the funding lapse) would prevent or significantly damage the execution of the 
terms of the statutory authorization or appropriation. The touchstone of the analysis is 
determining whether execution of the terms of the statutory provision – not the terms of 
the funded contract or grant pursuant to that statute – would be significantly damaged in 
the absence of immediate performance of the unfunded, related activity.

As DOJ has explained, an example of a “necessarily implied” activity, for which 
obligations can continue to be incurred despite a funding lapse, are the administrative 
activities (funded out of annual appropriations) that are necessary to disburse benefit 
payments under entitlement programs, such as social security benefits, for which an 
indefinite appropriation provides the funding for the benefits (and for which there is a 
congressional authorization to make regular payments to beneficiaries).

However, as DOJ has also explained, a “necessary implication” may not ordinarily be 
inferrred from the kind of broad, categorical authority that often appears in the organic 
statutes of government agencies.

Moreover, the fact that an agency has unobligated balances (appropriated in a prior fiscal 
year on a multi-year or no-year basis) that continue to remain available for funding a 
program does not, in itself, demonstrate that the incurring of obligations for related 
activities (for which there has been a lapse in appropriations) is necessarily implied. In 
this regard, it is often the case that agencies possess discretion with respect to when, 
during the period of availability, the agency engages in activities for which Congress has 
provided funding. Furthermore, in those cases when Congress has provided funding on a 
multi-year or no-year basis, the agency may often possess substantial discretion with 
respect to the timing of when the agency carries out these funded activities. In such 
situations, where an agency is not otherwise compelled by the terms of a statute to engage 
in a funded activity during a period in which there is a lapse in appropriations, there is not 
a “necessary implication” that the agency must incur obligations for related activities for 
which the appropriation has lapsed.

II. Contracts and Grants.

The following Q&As address principally the impact on contract and grant activity of a lapse of 
appropriations, with respect to an agency incurring obligations for the contract or grant itself as 
well as for the administrative activities in support thereof.

Of course, in the situation in which performance under an already-issued contract or grant is not 
impacted by such a lapse, the contractor or grantee may continue to proceed with its work during 
the lapse period. An example is the situation where an agency has already obligated funds 
representing the entire price under a contract or task order before the funding lapse began, or 
where the agency may use multi-year or no-year funds to incur new obligations for the contract 
or grant. This assumes there is no problem with funding for any necessary related activities, for 
example, by federal employees overseeing the contract or grant. The question of what to do if
necessary activities related to the contract or grant are funded out of lapsed appropriations is addressed in Question 5 below.

A. Incurring New Obligations for Contracts or Grants.

Q1. When an appropriation has lapsed, may an agency incur a new obligation – by signing a new contract or grant, or by extending a contract or a grant, or by exercising a renewal option – when the funding source for that obligation would be the lapsed appropriation?

A1: No – except in very limited circumstances.

The Antideficiency Act prohibits agencies from incurring obligations that are in advance of, or that exceed, an appropriation. Thus, except in certain limited circumstances, an agency may not incur obligations when the funding source for the obligation would be an appropriation that has lapsed. As outlined above in I.A.-B., these limited circumstances are when:

1. A statute expressly authorizes an agency to obligate funds in advance of appropriations.

2. The function addresses emergency circumstances, such that the suspension of the function would imminently threaten the safety of human life or the protection of property.

3. The function is necessary to the discharge of the President’s constitutional duties and powers.

4. The agency must continue the function, in the absence of appropriations, because its continuation is “necessarily implied” from the continuation of other authorized activities.

In these limited circumstances, an agency may incur the obligation (e.g., by awarding a contract to support an emergency activity, such as the minimal necessary guard services to protect a facility), but the agency cannot pay the contractor until appropriations are enacted. Agency staff should work with agency counsel to establish if such an exception may be appropriately invoked.

Q2. May an agency incur a new contractual or grant obligation in order to address emergency circumstances, even though the annual appropriation, against which the obligation would be charged, has lapsed?

A2: Yes, if the new obligation is necessary to address emergency circumstances that imminently threaten the safety of human life or the protection of property. See I.A.2., above, and the DOJ opinions that address the emergency exception.

Q3. May an agency incur a new contractual or grant obligation, even though the appropriation for this obligation has lapsed, as part of the agency carrying out a program that is separately funded through an appropriation that remains available?
A3: That depends on whether the authority to incur the obligation during the lapse is a "necessary implication" of the program (see I.B. above).

Q4: May an agency incur a new contractual or grant obligation that would be charged against an appropriation that remains available for obligation if the agency would not incur any related obligations (such as for administrative activities by agency employees) for which the appropriation has lapsed?

A4: Yes. In this situation, the agency may incur the new contractual or grant obligation, because both the contract or grant obligation itself, as well as the obligations for necessary related activities (e.g., the administrative actions that are needed in order for the agency to incur the contract or grant obligation), may be charged against an available appropriation.

B. Continued Performance of Administrative, Supervisory, or Support Activities, During a Funding Lapse, In Connection With a Previously-Awarded Contract or Grant.

Q5: The agency has previously awarded a contract or grant, and the contractor or grantee is in the midst of performance. If there has been a lapse in the appropriation that funds the Federal employees who supervise or support the performance of the contract or grant, can the Federal employees continue these activities during the funding lapse?

A5: In most cases, the absence of appropriations would prevent the continuation of such supervision or support. Routine ongoing activities related to the agency’s contract and grant administration would not usually be authorized to continue when there has been a lapse in the appropriation that funds the contract and grant administration activities. In other words, during a funding lapse, the performance – by contracting officers, contracting officer technical representatives, contract administration personnel, and grants management specialists – of routine oversight, inspection, accounting, administration, payment processing, and other contracting or grant management activity would generally not continue.

There are very limited circumstances under which such work may continue, notwithstanding the lapse in appropriations. As is further explained in I.B. above, these limited circumstances are when the continued performance of the contract or grants administration is “necessarily implied” for carrying out:

1. An “orderly shutdown” when there has been a lapse in appropriations,

2. One of the “excepted” activities in I.A. above (i.e., express statutory authorizations, emergency circumstances, and the President’s constitutional authorities), or

3. A congressionally authorized or appropriated function for which Congress has provided funding that remains available during the lapse, where the suspension of the related activity (during the funding lapse) would prevent or significantly damage the execution of the terms of the statutory authorization or appropriation.
For example, in the situation where an agency has awarded a contract to provide services that are necessary to address emergency circumstances that pose an imminent threat to life or property, some contract administration might well be necessary in order to enable this “excepted” activity to accomplish its objective (e.g., where a contractor cannot perform an emergency service unless the contractor receives direction from the contracting officer regarding how and where to proceed). In that situation, that direction by the contracting officer would be a “necessarily implied” activity, and thus could occur even though there has been a lapse in the appropriation that funds contract administration.

Another example might be a grant program that cannot proceed to the next milestone under the previously-awarded grant unless the grant administrator provides approval to the grantee for its continued performance. If the grant program is one that is mandated by Congress, and if failing to proceed to that next milestone during the period of the funding lapse would violate a statutory timetable, then in that case the review and approval by the grant administrator would be a “necessarily implied” activity, and thus could occur even though there has been a lapse in the appropriation that funds grant administration. Again, the touchstone of the analysis is determining whether execution of the terms of the statutory authorization or appropriation for which funding remains available—not the terms of the funded contract or grant pursuant to that statute—would be significantly damaged in the absence of performance of the unfunded activity.

Q6: The agency has previously awarded a contract or grant, and the contractor or grantee is in the midst of performance. In addition, the agency has determined that, due to a lapse in the appropriation that funds the Federal employees who supervise or support the performance of the contract or grant, those Federal employees cannot continue these activities during the funding lapse. In the absence of such supervision or support, may the contractor or grantee nevertheless continue performance?

A6: If the continued supervision or support during the lapse period is not critical to the contractor’s or grantee’s continued performance during that period, then the contractor or grantee may continue to proceed with its work. This is the case, for example, if an agency had obligated funds representing the entire price for a good or service under a contract or task order before the funding lapse began. In that example, the agency would not have to issue an affirmative direction to the contractor or grantee to continue performance, such as a notice to proceed. Instead, the contractor or grantee could continue to engage in performance. (It is always prudent to be in communication with the contractor or grantee to avoid a misunderstanding.)

However, depending on the duration of a funding lapse, the absence of available Federal employee oversight may lead an agency to reconsider whether the contract or grant activity should continue to be performed. In particular, if the continued supervision or support during the lapse period is critical to the contractor’s or grantee’s continued performance during that period, then—where consistent with law and the terms of the contract or grant—the agency should instruct the contractor or grantee to suspend performance.

The same would be true if continued performance depends on the participation of other Federal agencies or the availability of other Federal facilities that would be precluded by the lapse of appropriations.
Q7: The agency has previously awarded a contract or grant, and the contractor or grantee is in the midst of performance. In addition, the agency has determined that the continued performance of the contract or grant during a lapse in appropriations does not require the supervision or support of Federal employees who may not continue to perform these activities during the funding lapse. In that case, should performance of the contract or grant always continue during the funding lapse?

A7: The first consideration is whether continued performance of the contract or grant is required in order for the agency to comply with its authorization or appropriations statute.

If it is the case that continued performance is statutorily required, then performance should proceed.

If continued performance is not statutorily required, then the agency should consider whether having the contract move forward is a sensible use of taxpayer funds in light of the lapse of appropriations. In this regard, there might be situations in which the continued performance of a contract would be wasteful due to the impact that the funding lapse is having on other agency activities. For example, if a Federal building is closed due to the funding lapse, it might be wasteful to have a contractor perform its normal duties of emptying trash cans every day in the building’s offices. In that situation, the agency should consider whether to have the contractor suspend performance.

If an agency decides that continued performance would be wasteful and thus should be suspended during the funding lapse, the agency should take appropriate contractual action (which would be part of the agency’s orderly-shutdown activities). Contracting staff will need to work closely with agency counsel in making and implementing these decisions to minimize costs to the government.

Q8: Is the duration of a funding lapse a factor in the analysis in Q&As 5-7?

A8: Yes. In evaluating whether, and to what extent, Federal employee activities and contractor or grant performance should continue during a lapse in appropriations, agencies should consider whether these activities or the performance can be postponed until after appropriations are enacted.

In some cases, activities and performance would not qualify for continuation during a very brief funding lapse (under the analysis in Q&As 5-7), but they would qualify if the duration of the funding lapse became longer.

In other cases, the opposite conclusion should be reached, namely, that activities or performance which would qualify for continuation at the outset of a funding lapse, or at some point during a funding lapse, become unnecessary – having been discharged – and thus should be discontinued (e.g. in the case of an agency’s initial shutdown activities, or in the case of the one-time, grant-administrator approval that is discussed in the answer to Question 5).
Another situation in which the duration of a funding lapse can have a significant impact on the analysis is where the agency had previously awarded a contract or grant, and—under the analysis in Q&As 5-7—the contractor or grantee could continue to perform during the initial period of the funding lapse. However, if the funding lapse extended for a sufficiently long period, a situation might arise in which continued performance could occur only if the agency obligated additional funds to the contract or grant. Whether the agency could obligate such additional funds would depend on whether the lapse of appropriations includes the funding for the contract or grant payments, and/or for the contract or grants administration, and whether the continued performance would be wasteful because of the impact of the funding lapse on other agency activities. The agency would therefore need to undertake the analysis under Q&As 2-8 to determine how to proceed in that situation. If the agency determines that the contract or grant performance should discontinue due to the funding lapse, then the agency would not obligate additional funds to the contract or grant, and the contractor or grant would cease work when the previously-obligated funds run out. (Agencies would be well advised to communicate with contractors to avoid any misunderstanding.)

C. Making Payments to Contractors and Grantees during a Lapse in Appropriations

Q9: In the case of a contract or grant that has been previously awarded (and thus for which available funds were obligated), can Federal employees be excepted from furlough in order to make timely payments to the contractor or grantee in accordance with the contract or grant?

A9: During a lapse in appropriations, the activity of making contract and grant payments on a timely basis does not, by itself, qualify as one of the limited circumstances for which obligations can be incurred under the Antideficiency Act (as outlined in I.A.-B., above). In this regard, the fact that the government would incur interest penalties under the Prompt Payment Act or other law due to the delay in payment caused by a funding lapse does not provide a legal justification under the Antideficiency Act for an agency to continue to make payments during a funding lapse.

An exception would exist in the situation in which making the payment to a contractor or grantee during the funding lapse is “necessarily implied” under the analysis outlined in I.B., above. There may be circumstances in which making a payment, during the funding lapse, is necessary because the agency’s failure to make the payment during the funding lapse itself would result in an imminent threat to life or property, or would critically impair the President’s constitutional functions, or would prevent or significantly damage the execution of a congressionally authorized and funded function. In that latter situation (applying the analysis in I.B.3., above), the agency must determine that: (1) the continuation of the program during the funding lapse has been contemplated by Congress in authorizing or appropriations legislation, (2) the agency’s failure to make the payment during the funding lapse would delay contract or grant performance, and (3) this delay in payment would significantly damage the execution of the terms of the authorizing or appropriations legislative provision.
Q10: Can an agency pay a contractor or grantee during a funding lapse for performance under a contract or grant that the agency awarded during the funding lapse under one of the exceptions to the Antideficiency Act (see Q&As 1-2)?

A10: No. As is the case with federal employees who are excepted from furlough to perform authorized activities during a funding lapse, the agency will incur obligations for the excepted work that a contractor or grantee is authorized to perform during a funding lapse. However, as with the pay of the excepted federal employees, the agency cannot liquidate those contract and grant obligations until an appropriation is enacted.

D. Can non-furloughed employees perform other work?

Q11: The agency has excepted from furlough employees who are performing necessary contract or grant support functions for an “excepted” activity or under the “necessarily implied” standard. Can these employees also continue to perform other work (that is not for an excepted activity and is not “necessarily implied”) during the remaining hours of the workday?

A11: If the non-furlough (“excepted”) support function can be performed in less than an entire day, the employee is required to resume furlough status after completing the function.

However, there may be cases in which an employee is required to perform this “excepted” support function intermittently throughout the course of the day, and the intervals in between are too short to enable the employee to be furloughed and then recalled in time to perform the function. In such cases, the employee may remain at work, and may perform non-“excepted” functions during these intervals. In such situations, agencies must minimize the number of employees who are performing “excepted” functions on an intermittent basis, by consolidating the “excepted” functions, to the extent possible, for performance by a smaller number of employees (e.g., agencies should not except, from furlough, multiple employees in order to perform intermittent “excepted” work, when instead the agency could have fewer employees perform the “excepted” work on more of a full-time basis). In this way, the agency properly minimizes its reliance on the Antideficiency Act to incur obligations for which the appropriation has lapsed.

III. Information and Information Technology

Q12: What is the controlling consideration for the continuity or suspension of IT operations for an agency during a lapse in appropriations?

A12: The consideration governing all determinations concerning continuity or suspension of Federal activities funded through lapsed appropriations is that such activities, including IT operations, may continue only if they are excepted activities under the Antideficiency Act, or where their continuation is necessarily implied from a congressional authorization or appropriation of other continued functions.
In making the necessary determinations for the continuity or suspension of information technology operations, agencies must take into consideration the agency’s cybersecurity risk posture and avoid making determinations that would result in any imminent threat to Federal property, including:

- any permanent disruption to agency information systems or loss of agency information;
- any potential threats to the security, confidentiality and integrity of agency information and information systems.

Generally, agency cybersecurity functions are excepted functions as these functions are necessary to avoid imminent threat to Federal property. Agencies must also ensure the preservation of agency information, including electronic records, and maintain the security, confidentiality and integrity of such information.

**Q13: Should agencies suspend information technology operations if doing so would introduce cybersecurity risk?**

**A13:** No, agencies should avoid making any determinations that would result in imminent threat to Federal property. As noted above, cybersecurity functions are excepted functions as these functions are necessary to avoid imminent threat to Federal property. In making the determination to suspend information technology operations, including websites, agencies must take into consideration cybersecurity risk.

At a minimum, agencies must avoid any threat to the security, confidentiality, and integrity of the agency information and information systems maintained by or on behalf of the Government. Agencies should maintain appropriate cybersecurity functions across all agency information technology systems, including patch management and security operations center (SOC) and incident response capabilities.

**Q14: How should agencies determine what systems, including linked interoperable systems, are to be maintained and operated during an appropriations lapse?**

**A14:** If a single system must operate to avoid significant damage to the execution of authorized or excepted activities, including activity necessary to avoid imminent threat to Federal property, as discussed above, this system should maintain operations. Support for the continued operation of the single system (whether by agency IT staff or by a contractor) should be the minimum necessary to maintain functionality and ensure the security and integrity of the system and any other necessary agency information technology resources during the period of the lapse.

If the integration of that single system with other systems makes it infeasible to maintain operation of the single system without maintaining others with which it is integrated, an agency must manage its information technology resources consistent with avoiding any imminent threat to Federal property (including avoiding any permanent disruption to agency information systems, avoiding any threat to the security, confidentiality and integrity of agency information and information systems, and ensuring preservation of agency electronic records).
Q15: What is the guidance on keeping Government websites up during a lapse in appropriations if the costs of maintaining the website are funded by a lapsed appropriations source?

A15: The same standards described above would apply. The mere benefit of continued access by the public to information about the agency’s activities would not warrant the retention of personnel or the obligation of funds to maintain (or update) the agency’s website during such a lapse. However, if maintenance and updating of the website is necessary to avoid significant damage to the execution of authorized or excepted activities (e.g., maintenance of the IRS website may be necessary to allow for tax filings and tax collection, which are activities that continue during an appropriations lapse), then the website should remain operational even if its costs are funded through appropriations that have lapsed. If it becomes necessary to incur obligations to ensure that a website remains available in support of excepted activities, it should be maintained at the level of functionality necessary to support those excepted activities. For example, in the IRS case above, the IRS website would remain active, but the entire Treasury Department website would not, absent a separate justification or a determination that the two sites cannot not feasibly be operated separately.

As discussed specifically in Q13 above, in making the necessary determinations for the continuity or suspension of a website, agencies must also take into account whether suspending the website or functionality would introduce risk into its cybersecurity risk posture. Agency determinations must avoid any imminent threat to Federal property, including:

- any permanent disruption to agency information systems or loss of agency information;
- any potential threats to the security, confidentiality, and integrity of agency information and information systems.

If shutting down or suspending a website would increase cybersecurity risk, an agency may elect to keep the website operational but suspend non-cybersecurity related updates for websites that are not necessary to avoid significant damage to the execution of authorized or excepted activities.

Q16: What notice should agencies provide to the public regarding the status of their websites during a lapse of appropriations?

A16: If an agency’s website is shut down or is operating at a reduced functionality, users should be directed to a standard notice that the website or service is unavailable during the period of government shutdown. If any part of an agency’s website is available, agencies should include a standard notice on their landing pages that notifies the public of the following: (a) information on the website may not be up to date, (b) transactions submitted via the website might not be processed until appropriations are enacted, and (c) the agency may not be able to respond to inquiries until appropriations are enacted.

Q17: What if the cost of shutting down a website exceeds the cost of maintaining services?

A17: The determination of which services continue during an appropriations lapse is not affected by whether the costs of shutdown exceed the costs of maintaining services.
Nevertheless, agencies should ensure the shutting down of a website or other functionality does not introduce or invite potential threats to the security, confidentiality, or integrity of the agency information resources as described in the preceding questions.

**Q18: If websites are down, will agencies be able to extend deadlines for applications that would otherwise have been due during the lapse in appropriations?**

**A18:** To the extent permitted by law, agencies may extend deadlines for activities, as necessary to compensate for the period of the lapse in appropriations and the unavailability of the website.

**Q19: What is the guidance regarding the use of mobile devices such as Blackberries, or home access to work email through Secure ID?**

**A19:** Furloughed employees should be given clear guidance that the prohibitions of the Antideficiency Act extend to work performed from outside of the office, including via mobile devices or remote computer connections. Orderly shutdown procedures should not rely on mobile devices or home access to work email for providing notices of when to return to work. Agencies have discretion to enforce these access restrictions in light of their own particular needs. Some may choose, for example, to include in orderly shutdown activities a requirement that furloughed employees turn in their Blackberries until they return to the office; others may determine that circumstances warrant a different approach.

### IV. Orderly Shutdown

**Q20: When does an agency begin “orderly shutdown?”**

**A20:** While agencies should be prepared to implement their contingency plans, they must wait to execute an orderly shutdown until the Director of OMB directs agencies to operate in accordance with the contingency plans that agencies have prepared under OMB Circular A-11, section 124, and apportions the amounts necessary for obligations required to carry out agencies' contingency plans. Agencies should not begin orderly shutdown prior to such direction and apportionment by OMB.

**Q21: How long should “orderly shutdown” take?**

**A21:** Ordinarily, furloughed employees should take no more than three or four hours to provide necessary notices and contact information, secure their files, complete time and attendance records, and otherwise make preparations to preserve their work. OMB Circular A-11 requires agencies to provide OMB with written justification for the conduct of orderly shutdown activities in excess of a half-day. While it may be appropriate in limited circumstances for some employees to take longer to assist in shutdown activities (e.g., seeking court continuances or stop-work orders on pending contracts), these may not be necessary in the event that a very short period of a lapse in appropriations is anticipated. Agencies should make every effort to prepare for these needs in advance of a lapse so that orderly shutdown activities are minimized.
Q22: In the event of a lapse on a Friday, when would employees whose schedule is a normal Monday-Friday work week and who are funded by annual appropriations be expected to conduct orderly shutdown activities?

A22: They should be directed to return to work on the following Monday morning to conduct such activities.

Q23: Does this mean that they can continue to work remotely over the preceding weekend?

A23: No. Following a lapse in appropriations, the Antideficiency Act bars non-excepted work by such employees other than to perform orderly shutdown activities.

Q24: In the event of a lapse on a Friday, when would employees whose regular schedule includes weekend (i.e., Saturday and/or Sunday) work and who are funded by annual appropriations be expected to conduct orderly shutdown activities?

A24: Non-excepted weekend employees should report for their first scheduled workday for the sole purpose of engaging in orderly shutdown activities. Excepted weekend employees should report for work to perform their excepted activities.

V. Travel

Q25: If employees funded through appropriations that have lapsed are on temporary duty assignments away from their normal duty stations at the time of an appropriations lapse, can they make arrangements to return home sooner than planned?

A25: They are encouraged to do so wherever reasonable and practicable. However, agencies should make a determination of reasonableness and practicality based on the length of the assignment and the time required for return travel, compared to the anticipated length of the lapse, so as to minimize the burdens of doing so.

VI. Entitlement to Payment for Excepted Work

Q26: How will excepted employees be paid for excepted work required during the lapse in appropriations?

A26: Without further specific direction or enactment by Congress, all excepted employees are entitled to receive payment for obligations incurred by their agencies for their performance of excepted work during the period of the appropriations lapse. After appropriations are enacted, payroll centers will pay all excepted employees for time worked.

E. Carryover Funds

Q27: What happens to apportioned unobligated amounts provided under a continuing resolution (CR) during a lapse?
A27: Amounts provided under a CR and apportioned by OMB do not carry over during a lapse unless those amounts have a clear period of availability extending beyond the last day of the CR (e.g., a full-year appropriation).